
Chapter 212:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
5 IMPERIAL GENES, CHALLENGE THE
TIANJIAO LIST EVERY NIGHT
Hot recommendation:

Imperial genetic weapons: the gate of space.

This combat technique can establish a connection between two time-space anchor
points and directly open a time-space gate.

Of course, the distance of this space door is limited, and the power of Lu Yuanling
determines how far away he can open the space door.

However, compared to the space teleportation, the movement distance of the space gate
must be more than a little farther.

Moreover, compared to spatial transmission, the inability to sense the spatial movement
of the area will be safer.

If there is an entity on the space anchor, the space door cannot be opened, and it will
not be directly teleported to the location of the entity like a space teleportation.

If Lu Yuan used all his spiritual power now, he should be able to directly open a space
door leading to a distance of nearly 100,000 kilometers.

If it is used to avoid enemy hunting, this ability is obviously stronger.

However, there will be a certain delay in opening the space door, and its usefulness in
actual combat is not as good as space transmission.

Of course, even after Lu Yuan evolved, he could still teleport now.

The inheritance knowledge brought by the extraordinary genes of the Space Gate has
greatly improved Lu Yuan's understanding of the power of space. The delay time of his
teleportation is shorter than before, and the time for defense is longer. few.
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Moreover, Lu Yuan can attack the target through the power of space.

He can now open an unstable small space rift. If someone hits this space rift, the power
of the violent space will explode. This power is extremely terrifying.

Even the King of War may not be able to withstand this kind of power.

This is because Lu Yuan is not familiar with the use of space power now.

If Lu Yuan is familiar enough with the use of space power, he can initiate a space
fission at a certain point.

If the space fission breaks out from where the opponent is standing, who can withstand
it?

It's a pity that Lu Yuan can't do this kind of thing now.

However, it can be done in the future, and this does not prevent Lu Yuan from looking

forward to it now.

In addition to the inheritance of knowledge and combat skills, Lu Yuan was also very
satisfied with the increase brought by Lu Yuan by Space Gate.

Compared to the king level, it has increased by nearly five times.

The last space system genes have also evolved. Up to now, all the extraordinary genes
in Lu Yuan have completed their evolution.

However, he can still burn a new transcendent gene now.

Lu Yuan looked at the two extraordinary genes he cherished and powerful now.

One is the fury of wind and thunder, and the other is the dazzling light.

The Fury of Wind and Thunder is a single attack, while Bright Light is a special combat
technique to purify negative states and strengthen oneself.

These two combat skills were quite useful to Lu Yuan.

Unfortunately, he can only burn one at the moment.



It would be fine if there were two blank gene chains, and Lu Yuan couldn't help but
feel a little distressed.

He thought for a while, the Fury of Wind and Thunder was obtained by Lu Yuan before

evolving the emperor-level genetic weapon.

Lu Yuan didn't expect at the time that he would possess a special combat technique
similar to Scarlet Storm.

In terms of attack, although he is still not particularly powerful, he is barely acceptable.

And his problem now is that he doesn't know how to eliminate things like curses after

being hit.

Take the previous group battle on Ice Vein Star, Lu Yuan was weakened by the kobold
genius. If it weren’t for the use of the warrior's coat of arms, he might not have been
able to kill Shui Ji. Such a Zhan Zun intermediate genius.

Thinking about it this way, Lu Yuan decided to burn the dazzling light first, so that he
can directly purify the curse, weaken and the like in the future.

Just do it when he thinks of it, Lu Yuan took out the Transcendent Gene of Brilliant
Light and started to burn.

Brilliant light is a king-level transcendent gene. For Lu Yuan, who is now a king-level
gene, it is very difficult to burn.

Easily, Lu Yuan burned this extraordinary gene into the blank gene chain.

Then, it was a battle of will, and the remnant of the will of the dazzling light was a
giant white tiger with two wings.

A faint white light flashed on the giant tiger's body, which looked extremely sacred.

But at this moment, the eyes of this giant tiger's afterimage were full of blood, and it
didn't look too friendly.

Although it possesses the king gene, the strength of this fierce beast is still too great
compared to Lu Yuan.



Lu Yuan was holding an epee in his hand and wearing a battle armor. As soon as the *
storm opened, a series of * sword shadows and Lu Yuan's own epee easily wiped out
the afterimage of the giant tiger.

Only after the aftermath of the will in the transcendent gene was wiped out, Lu Yuan
could completely burn the transcendent gene.

As an extraordinary gene of the light system, all aspects of Brilliant Light's
improvement are relatively balanced. The biggest improvement is strength, but the
improvement in defense, agility and spirit is not small.

In addition, as Lu Yuan thought before, the supernatural genes of the king- level light
system and the inheritance knowledge contained are also about the use of the power of
light.

Lu Yuan raised his hand, and a small ball of light appeared in his hand.

Hmm...I don't have much power for lighting.

After all, Lu Yuan now has a very low control over the power of light.

But at the very least, there will be no need to turn on the lights at night.

After that, Luyuan began to evolve.

After consuming nearly five million Tier 5 spirit crystals, the evolution is complete.

Emperor-level transcendent gene: Divine Light.

The combat skills of the Divine Light are similar to those of the Brilliant Light, but
stronger.

Whether it is purification ability, or its own amplification ability, it is stronger.

In addition, after using the sacred light, Lu Yuan can condense the power of light on the
weapon to increase the weapon. It has a good restraint effect on the combat skills of the
dark type and the beast of the dark type.

In addition, the inheritance knowledge of the power of light and the amplification effect
on itself are also stronger.



Lu Yuan got up, took a shower, washed away the blood after evolution, and walked out
of the bathroom.

This time the breakthrough is now complete.

Lu Yuan's current cultivation base had reached the battle-sovereign level, possessing
five extraordinary genes.

All of these five extraordinary genes are of the imperial level.

Even if the ancestors were war saints or even war gods, there were probably very few
geniuses who could possess extraordinary genes like Lu Yuan.

Up to now, Lu Yuan was a true tianjiao at the same level.

The only problem is that the tempering degree of these five emperor genes is not yet
full.

Originally, the white jade spirit body was a lord-level gene. After evolving to the
imperial-level earth spirit body, the tempering degree was still less than 4%.

As for Tide of Life, the genes before the King of Machines and the Gate of Space are
all at the King level, and the level of refinement after evolution is still between 10%
and 20%.

The divine light that finally evolved, because it hasn't been tempered at all, its
tempering degree is 0% until now.

It is conceivable that if you want to refine all the five emperor genes to Consummation,
how much spiritual power is needed and how long it takes.

You know, now Lu Yuan is only tempering a king-level gene to completeness. Real
time will take more than three months, and there are millions of fifth- order spiritual
crystals consumed.

Doesn't the Emperor Gene take longer time and consume more spirit crystals?

Lu Yuan felt a little big when he thought about it.

However, this is also a powerful price, and Lu Yuan needs to work ** his own.



The breakthrough and the evolution of extraordinary genes have taken Luyuan nearly
twenty days of its origin.

Lu Yuan will leave the place of origin in two days.

He doesn't want to continue practicing today, he plans to play hard.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, took out the communication crystal and contacted Si
Tingxue.

The white light flashed a few times, and Si Tingxue appeared in the communication
crystal with a sweaty face.

She looked at Lu Yuan and asked:

"What's the matter?"

Lu Yuan grinned, "I'm going to take a break, do you want to go to the bar for a drink?"

Si Tingxue was taken aback, stared at Lu Yuan, and cut off the connection directly.

Lu Yuan: "???"

He curled his lips, the ice cube was really not cute at all.

But if the ice cube doesn't go, I can find someone else to go.

Lu Yuan contacted Rebecca.

Soon, Rebecca's pretty face appeared on the communication crystal.

With sweat on her forehead and face, panting and waving to Lu Yuan, she happily said:

"A Yuan! What's wrong?"

Lu Yuan opened his mouth and was about to speak when he saw the picture shake. Lu
Yuan saw Rebecca's soaked martial arts uniform, and saw Si Tingxue wearing a white

martial arts uniform next to him.

Seeing Si Tingxue, Lu Yuan's face suddenly darkened.



Why is this ice cube here?

Then, Si Tingxue's face appeared in the picture.

She glared at Lu Yuan and said:

"Rebecca and I are cultivating! Practice your own practice, don't disturb us!"

Lu Yuan said helplessly:

"Then you have to combine work and rest. It seems that you haven't taken a break
during this period of time. You have broken through to the battle- sovereign level for so
long."

Si Tingxue had already achieved a perfect tempering degree when she competed with
Bingmaixing, and she broke through within a few days after returning.

At that time, Lu Yuan was cultivating with his tutor Si Tingyu, and Si Tingxue told him
this matter with some pride.

At that time, Lu Yuan felt that the ice cube was in Versailles in front of him. It was a
bit too much, so he invited her to discuss it. Si Tingxue agreed, and was abused by Lu
Yuan to doubt his life.

Because of this, Si Tingxue didn't talk to him for several days, and then he has been
working hard to practice Dao now, and it seems that he has never rested.

Si Tingxue was silent and glanced at Lu Yuan:

"What are you doing now?"

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "I just broke through to Zhan Zun."

Rebecca’s little head in the communication crystal came to the side of Si Tingxue. The
two huddled together. Rebecca looked at Lu Yuan with a little surprise:

"Ayuan, you're already war-sovereign? So fast! I still need some time."

Si Tingxue twitched the corners of her mouth, and said awkwardly:

"Congratulations."



Then she muffled: "I'm going to practice!"

Then she cut off the communication crystal when Rebecca exclaimed.

Lu Yuan looked at the communication crystal being cut with some doubts, and his head
was full of question marks.

This ice cube seems unhappy again?

I always feel that this guy is either getting angry or on the way to get angry every day,
maybe he is coming soon to my aunt, right?

Lu Yuan wondered whether she should remind her to drink more hot water.

After that, Lu Yuan shook his head. After all, he was a genetic warrior, so there was no
problem even if he didn't drink hot water.

However, neither Ice Cube nor Rebecca can play with him.

It's a bit uncomfortable.

Lu Yuan silently contacted Amy.

Soon, when Amy got through the communication, her face was puffed up, looking at
Lu Yuan with the expression of the class enemy, she said with dissatisfaction:

"Big liar, why contact me?"

Lu Yuan was taken aback by Amy's expression.

He smiled and said:

"Of course I am looking for you to play, shall we go to the amusement park?"

Amy's big purple eyes suddenly widened when she heard this.

She angrily said: "You are ashamed to say! If it weren't for your performance in
Bingmaixing before, my grandfather would not supervise my cultivation! I haven't
been out to play for a long time now!"

Amy's eyes became watery, as if she was about to cry at any time.



Seeing this, Lu Yuan felt a little embarrassed and mourned for Amy for a second.

Then he smiled and said:

"Then now, do you want to sneak out and play now? Just playing for a long time, it's
considered relaxing."

Amy's eyes lit up when she heard this, and she moved a little.

"……is this okay?"

At this moment, Lu Yuan suddenly saw in the picture, behind Amy, Wang Lingling's
pretty face appeared, she looked at Lu Yuan through Amy's shoulder, with a gentle
smile.

Lu Yuan: "..."

He suddenly said with a serious face: "Amy, I just wanted to test if you really tried to
cultivate. I didn't expect you to go out and play? I'm very disappointed in you! Give
me a good practice! Goodbye!"

Amy looked at the hung-up communication crystal, his head was full of question marks,
and there was a dazed color in the purple Kazilan's big eyes.

At this time, Wang Lingling smiled and said:

"Miss, it's time to practice. You need to strengthen your body and spirit through the
gravity room and blood pill~www.mtlnovel.com~ Only if you persevere, you can hope
to record the royal gene at the time of the king of war."

Amy's face was crying: "Lingling, can I go out for a party?"

There was a gentle smile on Wang Lingling's face: "A Yuan should be Zhan Zun now.
If you don't work hard, he won't want to play with you then."

Amy willow her eyebrows upside down: "How dare that big liar?! Humph! When this

lady has burned the royal gene, she must be beaten by him."

Amy seemed to think of something happy, opened her eyebrows and smiled, and then
went on to practice with joy.



And in Luyuan's rented house.

Lu Yuan sighed helplessly while lying on the bed.

After a day of rest, I didn't expect that even Amy would have to practice hard.

It's a pity that there is spirit, and she can't fool that guy out.

At this moment, Lu Yuan's eyes lit up: "I'm going to find Ye Ye."

Lu Yuan took out the communication crystal and contacted Ye Ye.

The white light flashed on the communication crystal. After a while, the
communication was connected, and a dull and pretty face appeared on the
communication crystal every night.

There was a slight smile on her face:

"A Yuan, what's the matter?"

Lu Yuan smiled and asked, "Yeye, what are you doing?"

Every night he said:

"I plan to hit the Tianjiao ranking, and now I'm going to find someone on the Tianjiao

ranking to fight a battle."

Hearing this, Lu Yuan was taken aback, a little surprised.

Think about it, Ye Ye's talent is extremely high.When Lu Yuan contacted her a month

ago, she had already broken through to Zhan Zun.

It is normal for her to want to hit the Tianjiao list now.

He happens to be planning to hit the Tianjiao list, or else, he will go over and take a
look?

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "Yeye, where are you? I will come over too to see how

strong the geniuses on the Tianjiao list are."
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